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showcasing inclusivity at an institutional level. Not only
does this function as an educational model but also
builds trust for communities who have historically been
under-served in these spaces.
Work by highly regarded multimedia artist Nick
Cave and Toronto-based performance artisl Jessica
Karuhanga (shown alongside Patterson's), e>..-posc similar
challenges to the representation of Black lives within
the natural world. Chicago-resident Cave collects and
fastidiously hand-crafts and adorns costumes to make
energetic soundsuits. Often faceless, these head-to-toe
constructions become majestic protection for Black bodies
that have been deemed a threat to dominant culture.
Here he provides a sanctuary, freedom from judgment
of class, gender, or race. In delicate contrast, Karuhanga's
two-channel installation presents herself along with
Ahlam Mohammed as they sway in rhythm like breath
connected to the woods, the wind, and rivers they share.
As Karuhanga noted in the exhibition publication, these
scenes of organic, gentle movement between two Black
women in a Canadian landscape beg the questions: "Who
gets to experience, witness and revel on the earth here?
In what ways can blackness as urbanity be called into
question?" At a point when news media chose to repre
sent an 18-year-old Black boy, Michael Brown, shot by
police as "no angel;' simple acts of pleasure in earthbound
revelry become sites of uprising. These three artists' work
challenges notions of race formed upon an urban, preda
tory, colonial conception. A dominant framing often
mistaken for truth denies an inherent relationship to
nature that exists within everyone.
Ecologically-directed exhibitions and artists have
frequently addressed the direness of the future. From
Olafur Eliasson's Your Waste of Time (2006), in which
he transported six tons of Iceland's oldest glacier {2,500
years old) to Berljn where the pieces were on view in a
refrigerated gallery, to Sandstars (2012), an installation
and photographic work by Gabriel Orozco comprised
of collected detritus found in a whale mating sanctuary
that also functions as an industrial wasteland, to the
grand-scale photographic prints of Edward Burtynsky
in which he travels the world documenting (via digital,
large format film, and drone cameras) devastated geog
raphies, these works proclaim humanity's vast capacity
for destruction while at the same time adding to the car
nage. At what point must each artist weigh the cost of
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making an impactful environmental statement versus
the massive energy footprint used for these exhibitions?
Like the criticism voiced by Artnet critic ).J. Charlesworth
about curator Okwui Enwezor's politically-themed 561h
Venice Biennale, All the Worlds Futures (2015), what do
the grand gestures of international exhibitions on
ecological urgency do to change the real world?'
The personal, hand crafted buoyancy of The
S11nshi11e Eaters offers local and conscientious precedent
for the viewer as opposed to fatalistic lessons of certain
global demise. It should come as no surprise that mar
ginalized voices can identify with the natural world, as
both (earth and people) have been subjugated by a cap
italist patriarchy whose intentions are to contain.
Through the works on view, control tactics are proven
as futile as trying to stop the sun from shining. Individual
moments of hope become nourishing affirmations, bind
ing all back to spirit, people, land.
Liz lkiriko is an independent curator and
graduate stude11t at OCAD University.
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